Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION HE problem of determining the motion parameters of a T moving camera relative to its environment from a sequence of images is important for the application of computer vision in mobile robots. Short-term control, such as steering and braking, path stabilization, navigation, and obstacle avoidance are all tasks that can effectively utilize this information [ll] , [12] . Several researchers have addressed this problem directly [3] , [lo] , [17] , [19] or indirectly by determining the motion parameters of a single rigid object with respect to a stationary camera [9] , [14] , [21] , [28] , [30] . Since the (stationary) environment can be considered as one large rigid object, these two approaches are equivalent. A prerequisite for any existing method is to estimate the 2-D motion that occurs in the image between consecutive frames. Two basic methods have been proposed for this purpose, which are quite distinct.
The gradient method [20] , [29] uses spatial and temporal graylevel variations to estimate the instantaneous velocity or optical flow at each location in the image. It relies on sufficient object texture, continuous motion, and small displacements between subsequent frames. Since the magnitude of flow can only be determined in the direction of 2-D gradient, i.e., perpendicular to the tangent of a boundary, the flow vectors cannot be computed locally. This is commonly referred to as the aperture problem [31] . Global smoothing of the flow field has been proposed, Manuscript which gives rise to problems at flow discontinuities, such as object boundaries. This seems to be almost a paradox, since intuitively motion estimates should be obtained most easily at exactly those locations. The displacement method [2] , [4] uses the parts of the image where discontinuities in brightness or motion occur (which are a source of problems in the gradient method). Significant features such as line segments, distinct dark or bright spots, or comers in two consecutive frames are selected and matched, rendering a field of displacement vectors for those features. This results in a formulation of 2-D motion as discrete displacements as compared to the velocity-based formulation which characterizes the gradient method. Ideally, the selected features should not only be matched between subsequent frames, but tracked over multiple frame sequences. Two problems arise during this process. The first problem is the selection and reliable location of significant features in consecutive frames, especially when the images are noisy. Individual features are commonly extracted by applying local window operations, like Moravec's "interest operator" [23] as a classic example. The application of this approach on a mobile land-based robot faces additional difficulties. In this particular scenario, a forward-looking camera moves approximately parallel and at relatively small distance to the ground. Therefore, visual objects in the environment "approach" the camera from almost infinite distance to as close as a few meters, before they leave the field of view. A point which was clearly distinguishable when observed from some distance, may lose its sharp outlines when the camera gets closer to it. This suggests some form of rangedependent feature-extraction from the image [ 181. The second problem is finding reliable matches between the set of interesting points extracted from one frame and the set of interesting points extracted from the subsequent frame. This has been termed the correspondence problem [4] which is, although a nontrivial task in itself, assumed to be solved in the context of this work.
In spite of the persisting difficulties, the displacement method appears to be more promising than the gradient method. Not only is the information contained in discrete displacements fields of more practical use, but the problem of reliably computing optical flow is as hard as extracting and matching distinct features and has theoretical limitations [32] . In this work, we use a discrete feature matching approach, a local technique, where significant (i.e., "interesting" [23] ) image events are localized in both images and subsequently matched upon similarity [4] , [18] . This results in a field of displacement vectors between corresponding feature points.
From a given set of image displacement vectors, the 3-D structure of the scene and its relative motion towards the camera can be obtained simultaneously by solving a system of linear or nonlinear equations [ 141, [21] , [28] , [30] . While this technique is known to be numerically unstable under noisy conditions, recent work [15] , [33] demonstrates that improvements are possible or that error estimates can be obtained. [20] , [22] , [24] , [26] . This is of course only true for the stationary part of the scene but moving objects may be handled individually [l] . The advantage of this method is that the FOE, and consequently all parameters of the egomotion, can be computed entirely in terms of 2-D image coordinates regardless of the spatial structure of the scene.
We have adopted the FOE method as the basis of our approach. Unfortunately, computation of a single location for the FOE turns out to be a hard problem, mainly due to digitization errors, unreliable displacement vectors, and image noise. There seems to be psychological evidence 1271 that humans also have difficulties in estimating the precise direction of heading in comparable situations. Our solution to the problem is not to search for a single FOE-location, but to obtain a two-dimensional FOEregion, which we call the "fuzzy F O E [13]. Despite the apparent loss in accuracy, the Fuzzy FOE can be employed as a practical tool in dynamic scene analysis [6], [12]. In the following sections, we discuss the effects of camera motion upon the image and ways to decompose these effects. We distinguish between the FOE-from-rotation and rotation-from-FOE approaches, whiqh are characterized by opposite search strategies in the multidimensional parameter space. Although the latter approach turns out to be superior, the actual location of the FOE can generally not be determined precisely under noisy conditions. A description of the fuzzy FOE algorithm is followed by some typical results on real image sequences which were taken from the autonomous land vehicle (ALV).
IMAGE EFFECTS OF 3-D CAMERA MOTION
It is well-known that any rigid motion of an object in space between two points in time can be decomposed into a combination of translation and rotation. While many researchers have used a velocity-based formulation of the problem [l], [26] , the following treatment views motion in discrete time steps. Given the world coordinate system shown in Fig. 1 
A 3-D rotation R about an arbitrary axis through the origin of the coordinate system can be described by successive rotations R+, Re, and R , about its X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively. Thus, X ' = R X = R,+R,R,X, where 0 cos0 0 sin0 -sin0 0 cos6
(1) cos$ sin$
The transformation M for arbitrary rigid motion in three-space is thus given by rotation matrices is not commutative, a different order of rotations would result in different amounts of rotation for each axis. For a fixed order of application, however, this motion decomposition is unique.
To model the environment of the vehicle, the camera is considered as being stationary and the environment as being moving as one single rigid object relative to the camera. The origin of the coordinate system ( Fig. 1) is located in the lens center of the camera. The given task is to reconstruct the vehicle's egomotion from visual information. It is therefore necessary to know the effects of different kinds of vehicle motion upon the observed image.
Under perspective imaging, a point X = (X Y Z)' in 3-D space is projected onto a location in the image plane x = (x y)', with where f is the focal length of the camera (see Fig. 1 ).
A. Effects of Pure Camera Rotation
The effects caused by pure camera rotation about an axis passing through the lens center are intuitively clear (see Fig. 1 ). For example, if the camera is rotated about the Z-axis (i.e., the optical axis), points in the image move along circles centered at the image location n, = (0 0). In practice, however, we can assume that the amount of rotation about the Z-axis is relatively small and we therefore, only consider the more significant rotations about the X-and Y-axes. (6) It is important to notice that this transformation contains no 3-D variables, such that its effects can be simulated without knowing the distance of the observed points from the image plane. Therefore, the acquired image changes when the camera rotates around its lens center, but no additional, entirely new views of the environment are obtained. Ignoring the effects at the boundary of the image and errors due to the discretization of the image, we can assume that pure camera rotations merely map the image to itself.
To compute the amount of rotations from a pair of observations, we need to solve the inverse problem. Given are two image locations xo and xI, which are the projections of a 3-D point X at time to and time t l , what are the amount of rotation 4 and B which when applied to the camera between instances to and t I , would move image point xo onto xI, assuming that no camera translation has occurred?
If horizontal rotation R, and vertical rotation RO are applied to the camera separately, the points in the image move along hyperbolic paths [24] . If pure rotation Rs were applied to the camera, a given image point 2,) = (xuy,,) would move on a path described by :c cos 0 + f sin B Similarly, pure vertical rotation R, would move an image point x1 = (xclyl) along a path described by Since the composite 3-D rotation is modeled as two separate steps (RQ followed by Rd), the rotation mapping, T , T Q , can also be separated into T~ followed by T , . In the first step T~, rotation around the Y-axis, moves the original image point xo to an intermediate location x,. Subsequently, T , would take point x, to the final location x, by camera rotation around the X-axis. 
As shown in Fig. 2 , the image point x, = (zcyc) is located at the intersection of a horizontal hyperbola passing through xo (7a) Subsequent rotation downwards about the X-axis moves x, to x1 . The image location x( is found by intersecting the two hyperbolae passing through xo and X I .
and a vertical hyperbola through xI (7b). The coordinates of the intersection point x, are From this, the angles of rotation B and 4 (for this particular order of rotations) are finally obtained as (see Fig. 2 ),
-tan-' E ! (10)
B . Effects of Pure Camera Translation
When the vehicle undergoes pure translation T = (U V W)' between time to and tl , every point X , in the environment moves relative to the vehicle by the vector -T. Since every stationary point is affected by the same translation vector, these points actually move along imaginary parallel lines in 3-D space. It is a fundamental result from perspective geometry [16] that the images of parallel lines pass through a single point in the image plane called a vanishirig point (Fig. 3) . Therefore, when the camera moves forward along a straight line in space, image points seem to diverge from this vanishing point (the focus of expansion-FOE) or converge towards it (the focus of contraction-FOC) when the camera moves backwards. Fig. 3 demonstrates that the straight line passing through the lens center 0 of the camera and the FOE is also parallel to the 3-D motion _vectors of the environmental points. Therefore, the 3D vector OF (from lens center to FOE) points in the direction of camera translation in space but does not supply the length of T . The actual translatiy vector T applied to the camera is a multiple of the vector O F :
In velocity-based models of 3-D motion, the FOE has frequently been interpreted as the direction of instantaneous heading, i.e., the direction of vehicle translation during an infinitely short period of time. When images are given as a sequence of snapshots taken at discrete instances of time with significant image motion in between, a discrete model seems more appropriate that treats the FOE as the direction of accumulated vehicle translation over a certain period of time. 
From similar triangles (shaded in Fig. 4 )
and therefore
Thus, the rate of expansion of image points from the FOE contains direct information about the distance of the corresponding 3-D points from the camera. Consequently, if the vehicle is moving along a straight line and the FOE has been located, the 3-D structure of the scene can be determined from the expansion pattern in the image. However, the distance Z of a 3-D point from the camera can only be obtained up to the scale factor AZ, which is the distance that the vehicle advanced along the Z-axis during the elapsed time.
When the velocity of the vehicle (AZ/t) in space is known, the absolute range of any stationary point can be computed. Altematively, the linear velocity of the vehicle can be obtained if the actual range of a point in the scene is known (e.g., from laser range data), In practice, of course, any such technique requires that the FOE can be located in a small area, and that the observed image points exhibit significant expansion away from the FOE.
As will be shown in the following section, image noise and camera distortion pose serious problems in the attempt to assure that both of the above criteria are met.
If a set of stationary 3-D points {(XtXi)} is observed, then of course the translation in the Z-direction is the same for every point.
Therefore, the range of every point is proportional to the observed amount of expansion of its image away from the FOE,
which renders the relative 3-D structure of the set of points.
The effects of camera translation T can be formulated as a mapping t between two ordered sets of corresponding image points I = {z,} and I' = {s:}. Unlike in the case of pure camera rotation, this mapping not only depends upon the 3-D translation vector but also upon the position of each point in 3-D space. Therefore, the quantitative image effects of a particular translation T cannot be predicted without knowing the actual 3-D structure of the scene. However, there is an important qualitative property of the 2-D mapping t, namely that each point maps onto a straight line passing through the original point and the FOE, i.e., if the vehicle undergoes pure forward translation, then there must exist one image location xf, such that t is a radial mapping between Z and I' with respect to x, . In other words, the condition radial-mapping (I, I' , zf ) :
must be satisfied. This observation is the key for decomposing the effects of arbitrary camera motion into its translational and rotational components.
DECOMPOSITION OF IMAGE MOTION
The image effects of a composite 3-D camera motion M : Both altematives were investigated under the assumption of realistic forward vehicle motion. Although originally the first approach had appeared more attractive, it tumed out to be difficult to determine how close a given displacement field is to being radial when the location of the FOE is not given. In the presence of noise, this problem becomes even more difficult. The second approach was examined after it appeared that any method which extends the given set of displacement vectors backwards to find the FOE is inherently sensitive to image degradations [6] .
In practice, the displacement vectors may not pass through a single pixel. Even for human observers it seems to be difficult to determine the exact direction of heading (i.e., the location of the FOE on the retina). Average deviation of human judgement from the real direction has been reported to be as large as 10" and up to 20" in the presence of large rotations [25] . It was, therefore, an important premise in this work that the final algorithm should determine an area of potential FOE-locations (called the fuzzy FOE) instead of a single (but probably incorrect) point. In the following, we briefly describe the FOE from rotation method and then present the details of our rotation from FOE technique.
A. FOE from Rotation
In this method, the image motion is decomposed in two steps. First, the camera rotations are estimated and their inverse effects are applied to the second image I , , thus producing a "derotated" image I f . If the rotation estimate was accurate, the resulting displacement field from Io to I' should be radial since only the effects of camera translation remain. The second step verifies that the displacement field is actually radial and determines the location of the FOE. In the FOE from rotation approach, two problems have to be solved: 1) How to estimate the rotational motion components without knowing the exact location of the FOE? 2) How to measure the "goodness of derotation" and locate the FOE? There are several ways to get an initial estimate for the rotations. If the platform has sufficient inertia, the results from one pair of frames can be carried over to the following pair as an initial guess. Also, the displacement vectors of points at far distance from the camera (known from earlier observations) are not significantly affected by translation and can be used to obtain an immediate estimate for the rotations [e.g., using (lo)].
Another approach is discussed by Bhanu and Burger [51, t61, where the range of possible rotations is successively constrained by geometric operations.
After applying the inverse rotations to the second image I , , the question is how much the resulting displacement field between Io and the derotated image I' deviates from a radial mapping. Of course, due to finite image resolution, noise, and inaccuracies from point tracking, we can never expect any mapping to be perfectly radial. Prazdny Common to this class of techniques is that they all need to extend the given displacement vectors backwards along straight lines to find their intersections which, of course, multiplies the disturbances caused by m y existing errors. This is particularly true for short displacement vectors. As a consequence, the error functions to measure the quantitative deviation from a radial displacement field are not well-behaved under noisy conditions. They usually exhibit local minima which prohibit efficient search for the optimal derotation (see Bhanu and Burger [5] , [6] for details).
B. Rotation from FOE
While the above method iterates over rotation angles, the rotation from FOE technique, discussed in the following, successively evaluates potential FOE-locations. An initial guess for the FOE may be obtained from knowledge about the orientation of the camera relative to the vehicle. Subsequently, the solution from the previous frame pair can be used as a starting point. Once a particular FOE, xf, has been selected, the problem is to find the rotational mappings T;' and T;' which, when applied to the image Z, to produce Z', will result in an optimal radial mapping between Zo and I' with respect to a given FOE, xf. To apply a local search strategy (e.g., the method of steepest descent), we need a suitable error function that is well behaved in a large region around the global minimum.
The error measure that was chosen for this purpose uses the deviation of the displacement vectors from straight rays originating from the selected FOE. Given a set of corresponding image points {(x,~:) E I o x 1') and some FOE-location xf the error measure E is defined as Fig. 6 shows the interpretation of this error measure as the sum of the squared perpendicular distances of the displacement vectors' end points from the radial lines. Notice that this expression implicitly puts more weight upon the long (i.e., dominant) displacement vectors and less on short ones.
Since under perspective transformation, image points move along hyperbolic paths when the camera performs pure rotation, the resulting displacement is not uniform over the entire image plane (7). However, if the amount of rotation is small (less than 4") or the focal length of the camera is large, we can replace the nonlinear mappings ~8 ' and T;' by a linear shift vector S+g which is independent of the image location, i.e., I * = r;lT.;lIl M S@ + I1 = I + . (15) Notice that this assumption does not imply that the algorithm is valid just for small rotations. It only serves as an approximation to estimate the optimal rotation angles more quickly. In most practical cases, this condition is satisfied, provided that the time interval between frames is sufficiently small. However, should the amount of vehicle rotation be very large for some reason, a coarse estimate of the actual rotation can be found and applied to the image before the FOE computation [6] . With sO0 as a free variable, the error measure (14) becomes where x, E I and x', E I'.
This second-order error function can be minimized with standard numerical techniques to obtain an optimal value for ~$ 0 .
To reduce this problem to a one-dimensional search, one point xR,
called the guiding point, is selected in image Zn which is forced to maintain zero error for its displacement vector. Therefore, the corresponding point must lie on a straight line passing through x: and xf. Any shift s (see Fig. 7 ) applied to the set of image points 2 ' E I' must keep x: on this straight line, i.e.,
x: = xk + s = zCf + X(x, -x~f ) for all s, and thus,
For example, for X = 1, s = x9 -x; which is the negative of the displacement vector from x g to xi. In this case, xi and zg would overlap.
This leaves X as the only free variable and the error function We simplify this to a 1-D search by selecting a displacement vector x, .+ xh whose deviation from the radial line must be zero under any shift vector s. Intuitively, this means that the entire image I' is first shifted such that xk coincides with a radial line through xn (1) and then I' is translated parallel to this line (2) until a minimum error is reached.
The optimal shift vector sopt is obtained using (17) . However, to evaluate the selected FOE-location xf, we are primarily interested in the error value E(Xop,) that would result from applying the approximate derotation sopt. E(Xop,) is obtained by inserting A, , into (18), giving or The normalized error EN shown in the results that follow (Figs. 9-15 ) is defined as where N is the number of displacement vectors used for computing the FOE.
Since in a displacement field caused by pure camera translation all vectors must point away from the FOE, this restriction must hold for any candidate FOE-location (Fig. 8) . If after applying soP(xf) to the second image Z', the resulting displacement field contains vectors pointing toward the hypothesized xf, then this FOE-location is prohibited and can be discarded from further consideration. Fig. 8 shows a field of five displacement vectors. The optimal shift sopc for the given xf is shown as a vector in the lower right-hand comer. When sop[ is applied to point zi, the resulting displacement vector (shown with a heavy line) does not point away from the FOE. Since its projection onto the line points toward the FOE, it is certainly not consistent with a radial expansion pattem.
The The error function E is computed in time proportional to the number of displacement vectors N . The final size of the FOEarea depends on the local shape of the error function and can be constrained not to exceed a certain maximum M. Therefore, the time complexity is O ( M N ) . The first set of experiments was conducted on synthetic imagery to investigate the behavior of the error measure under various conditions, namely the average length of the displacement vectors (longer displacement vectors lead to a more accurate estimate of the FOE), the amount of residual rotation components in the image, and the amount of noise applied to the location of image points. Fig. 9 shows the distribution of the normalized error EN for a sparse and relatively short displacement field (length factor = 2 = 8 pixels) containing 7 vectors. Residual rotation components of +2" in horizontal and vertical direction are present in Fig. 9(b)-(d) to visualize their effects upon the image. The displacement vector through the guiding point is marked with a heavy line. The choice of this point is not critical, but it should be located at a considerable distance from the FOE to reduce the effects of noise upon the direction of the vector In Fig. 9 , the error function is sampled in a grid with a width of 10 pixels over an area of 200 by 200 pixels around the actual FOE, which is marked by a small square. The size of the circle at each location indicates the amount of error, i.e., the deviation from the radial displacement field that would result if that location were picked as the FOE. Heavy circles indicate error values which are above a certain threshold (4.0). Those FOE-locations that would result in displacement vectors which point toward the FOE (as described earlier) are marked as prohibited (+). It can be seen that this two-dimensional error function is smooth and monotonic within a large area around the actual FOE (marked by a small square). The shape of this error function makes it possible that, even with a poor initial guess, the global optimum can be found by local search methods.
Figs. 10 to 15 show the effects of various conditions upon the behavior of this error function in the same 200 x 200 pixel square around the actual FOE as in Fig. 9 .
An important criterion is the function's behavior when the amount of camera translation is small or the displacement vectors are noisy. Fig. 10 shows the effects of varying the average length of the displacement vectors in the range of 4-60 pixels in the absence of any residual rotation or noise (except digitization noise). Note that longer displacement vectors result in a sharper minimum around the actual FOE. Fig. 11 shows the effect of increasing residual rotation in horizontal direction upon the shape of the error function: Fig. 12 shows the effect of residual rotation in vertical direction. Here, it is important to notice that the displacement field used is extremely nonsymmetric along the Y-axis of the image plane. This is motivated by the fact that in real ALV images, long displacement vectors are most likely to be found from points on the ground, which are located in the lower portion of the image. Therefore, positive and negative vertical rotations have been applied in Fig. 12 .
In Fig. 13 , residual rotations in both horizontal and vertical direction are present. It can be seen [ Fig. 13(a) - (e) ] that the error function is quite robust against rotational components in the image. The result in Fig. 13(e) shows the effect of large combined rotation of 4.0°/4.00 in both directions. Here, the minimum of the error function is considerably off the actual location of the FOE because of the error induced by using a linear shift to approximate the non-linear derotation mapping. In such a case, it would be necessary to actually derotate the displacement field by the amount of rotation equivalent to sOpt found at the minimum of this error function and repeat the process with the derotated displacement.
The effects of various amount of noise are shown in Fig. 14. For this purpose, a random amount (with uniform distribution) of displacement was added to the original (continuous) image location and then rounded to integer pixel coordinates. Random displacement was applied in ranges from f0.5 to k4.0 pixels in both horizontal and vertical direction. Since the displacement field contains only seven vectors, the results do not provide information about the statistical effects of image noise. This would require more extensive modeling and simulation. However, this figure serves as an indicator for the amount of noise present in the image and the reliability of the final result. It can be observed that the error function flattens out with increasing levels of noise, although the generic shape of the function does not change. Further, the location of the global minimum error may be located considerably off the actual FOE which makes it difficult to locate the FOE precisely under noisy conditions. Again, it should be noted that the length of the displacement vectors is an important factor. The shorter the displacement vectors are, the more difficult it is to locate the FOE correctly in the presence of noise. Fig. 15 shows the error functions for two displacement fields with different average vector lengths. For the shorter displacement field (length-fuctor 2.0) in Fig. 15(a) , the shape of the error function changes dramatically [compare Fig. 13(a)] . A search for the minimum error would inevitably converge toward a point indicated by the small arrow, far off the actual FOE. For the image with length-factor 5.0 [ Fig. 15(b) ], the minimum of the error function coincides with the actual location of the FOE (a). The different result for the same constellation of points in Fig. 14(d) is caused by the different random numbers (noise) obtained in each experiment. This experiment shows that a sufficient amount of displacement between consecutive frames is essential for reliably determining the FOE and thus, the direction of vehicle translation.
These experiments demonstrate the need to somehow quantify the reliability of the resulting FOE by analyzing the local shape of the error function. Our goal is therefore not to compute a single FOE, but rather a 2-D distribution of possible FOE-locations. The final result is a connected image region, which we call a "Fuzzy FOE," that can be assumed to contain the actual FOE with high certainty. The following algorithm describes the basic steps in computing the Fuzzy FOE for a given pair of images Zo and Z I :
F u z~y F O E ( l o , ZI):
1) Guess an initial FOE, XO.
2) Starting from xo, search for an FOE, x,,,, with minimum error (following the steepest descent). 3) Around x,,,, grow a connected region such that the error for each member FOE location is below a given limit.
In implementing this algorithm, several measures can be taken to improve its efficiency. First, the required search in steps 2) and 3 ) can be done over a grid of varying resolution from coarse to fine. To eliminate multiple evaluations of the same FOE-location (by function EvuluateSingleFOE), results could be kept for later reference, e.g., in a hash table. Finally, FOE-locations can be evaluated in parallel if suitable hardware is available. Results from computing the Fuzzy FOE on real data taken from a moving ALV are shown in the following section. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RFSULXS
In the following, the results of the FOE-algorithm and computation of the vehicle's velocity over ground (see Appendix) are shown on a real image sequence, illustrated in Fig. 16 , taken from the moving ALV. The spatial resolution in these images is 512 x 512 pixels. The vehicle traveled at approximately 14 kilometers per hour and the elapsed time between each pair of frames is 0.5 seconds, such that the translation vector has a length of about 1.9 meters.
For the experiment described in the following, points were tracked manually after computing binary edge images from the original sequence. Since some information (e.g., color cues) that is useful for a human observer is lost in the process of edge detection, the potential performance of an automatic tracking procedure should not be too far from these results. The assumption was that points that are significant in an edge image should also be relatively easy to track by a program, as compared to points which are subjectively selected in a highquality color image. Recent experiments [7] , [18] , in fact, indicate that adequate results can be obtained by selecting and tracking point features in a fully automatic mode.
Approximately 25 points were selected in each image and the period of observation for these points was in the range of 2-16 frames. The particular types of local image features considered were endpoints and comers of lines as well as centers of small closed regions. Features on the road surface, which are important for estimating camera motion, turned out to be difficult to follow from frame to frame when they are approached by the vehicle. Since the edge operator uses the same mask regardless of the 3-D distance of the feature, the resulting edge image may change dramatically when features get closer and change their scale. A successful implementation for feature extraction and tracking will need to take this into account and employ some form of range-dependent image operation [7] , [18] . Fig. 17 shows 16 edge images of the original ALV sequence (Fig. 16) , where the selected feature points are labeled with numbers. Fig. 18 shows the final results of computing the vehicle's motion for the sequence in Fig. 16 . Each frame n at time t displays the motion estimates for the period between t and the previous frame n -1 at time t -1. Therefore, the first motion estimate is available after the second frame (n = 183). Throughout, in search for the FOE, the optimal FOE-location (i.e., the one with minimum error) from the previous frame pair was taken as the initial guess. For the very first pair of frames, the FOE was guessed from the known camera orientation relative to the vehicle.
Each motion estimate consists of three components: a) the fuzzy FOE, b) the angles of horizontal and vertical rotation, and c) the approximate distance traveled over ground. The fuzzy FOE is marked by a shaded area of varying shape and size. The jagged outline of the fuzzy FOE is caused by the relatively coarse grid (10 pixels wide) used for growing the region. The small circle inside this region marks the location of the optimal FOE. The shape of the FOE-region depends strongly upon the most dominant (longest) displacement vectors in the scene. Since these vectors are usually found in the lower central parts of the image, the FOE tends to be elongated along the vertical axis, i.e., the horizontal position of the FOE is usually better defined than its vertical position. This may be different, of course, for other types of scenes.
The estimates for the rotations in horizontal and vertical direction are shown in a coordinate frame *lo in the lower left-hand comer of each image. Since the amount of rotation is relatively small, it was never necessary to apply intermediate derotation during the FOE search. Along with the original displacement vectors (solid lines), the vectors obtained after derotation (dotted lines) are also shown. The absolute velocity of the vehicle is estimated after computing the FOE (see Appendix). The essential measure used for this calculation is the height of the camera above the ground, which is constant and known (3.3 meters). If the road is assumed to be flat and parallel to the direction of vehicle translation, the 3-D distances of points on the road surface and thus the amount of vehicle translation can be found in absolute terms. The estimated advancement (in meters) between each frame pair is also given in Fig. 18 . Since points on the road, particularly those close to the camera, are difficult to track, these estimates are approximate. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this work was to develop a robust technique for computing the parameters of self-motion of a land vehicle from visual information. This information is useful for a variety of tasks, such as vehicle control, navigation, obstacle avoidance, etc. It turned out that particularly the direction of heading (i.e., the focus of expansion-FOE) is difficult to compute under practical conditions, i.e., finite image resolution, noise, and feature tracking errors.
Our solution to this problem is not to search for a single-point FOE, but rather to determine a 2-D region of possible FOE-locations (termed the fuzzy FOE), whose shape is an explicit indicator for the reliability of the result. It is particularly suited for motion sequences that exhibit a significant translation component, i.e., for most vehicular applications. In contrast to other methods, however, the fuzzy FOE performs well even under the conditions of small rotation, image noise and also provides a measure for the quality of the result. Experiments show that even erroneous point matches in the given image displacement vector field can be tolerated, which is absolutely necessary in a fully automated process.
Although land-based vehicles and autonomous robots have been considered as the main application, the approach appears to be useful in other environments as well. For example, the described algorithm has been successfully applied to images taken from a helicopter flying at low altitude [7] , where the rotations are much more significant than in the examples shown here.
APPENDIX COMPUTING V E L O C~ OVER GROUND
In the following, it is shown how the absolute velocity of the vehicle can be estimated after the location of the FOE has been determined. The essential measure used for this calculation is the absolute height of the camera above the ground which is constant and known. As discussed in Section 11, from the derotated displacement field and the location of the FOE, the 3-D layout of the scene can be obtained up to a common scale factor (12). This scale factor and, consequently, the velocity of the vehicle can be determined if the 3-D position of one point in space is known. Furthermore, it is easy to show [16] that it is sufficient to know only one coordinate value of a point in space to reconstruct its position in space from its location in the image.
As the ALV travels on a fairly flat surface, the road can be approximated as a plane which lies parallel to the vehicle's direction of translation (see Fig. 19 ). This approximation holds at least for a good part of the road in the field of view of the camera. Since the absolute height of the camera above the ground is constant and known, it is possible to estimate the positions of points on the road surface with respect to the vehicle in absolute terms. From the changing distances between these points and the camera, the actual advancement and speed can be determined.
First, a new coordinate system is introduced which has its origin in the lens center of the camera. The Z-axis of the new system passes through the FOE in the image plane and points, therefore, in the direction of translation. The original camera-centered coordinate system (XYZ) is For points on the road surface, the Y-coordinate is -h which is the height of the camera above ground. Therefore, the value of n, for a point on the road surface (xSy,) can be estimated as -h U, = yB cos er + f sin 8 , 
t' -t
This computation was applied to a sequence of real images shown in Section IV.
